TORI SPELLING on keeping it real in the face of reality TV

8 GREAT KIDS’ ROOMS (dozens of smart ideas to steal)

HOW TO FIGHT FAIR IN FRONT OF THE KIDS

PLUS 21 Perfect Father’s Day Presents
SMALL FEAT CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA

LUCKY INHABITANT: Sasha AGE: 3 DESIGNER: Angie Hranowsky (Mom) THE STORY: “The main challenge was the size of this room—only 9 feet by 10 feet,” says Hranowsky. Her solution: Keep furniture to a minimum (luckily, there are two closets for toys), and paint horizontal stripes on the wall to expand it visually. The stripes do their job handily, but we also love that this room doesn’t “match” in a traditional sense—the carefree mix of shapes feels kid-appropriate and creates an unexpected harmony.